AGENDA
Carlisle Transportation Grant Advisory Group
September 17, 2018
3:00 PM – Town Hall – Clark Room

1. Introduction – Description of CHNA Implementation Grant relative to Transportation, purpose of Advisory Group and associated timeframes

2. Brief description of existing Carlisle Transportation resources

3. Discussion of proposed transportation pilot options as they currently exist
   a. Join CrossTown Connect - local/regional Transportation Management Association for an initial one fiscal year period to offer possible operational support and benefit by participation in other regional grant efforts
   b. Pilot partnership with ‘Ride Sharing’ companies such as Lyft, Uber, and Zemcar (now being called Transportation Network Companies, or TNCs for short) and offer possible subsidization of rides on a limited basis as well as capability to offer centralized Booking/Dispatch of rides for those that need assistance and/or do not have smartphones
   c. Pilot some form of shuttle transportation service from Carlisle to Concord or another similar destination
   d. Other ideas, or some combination of these proposed ideas

4. Discussion of resources and infrastructure for future Transportation needs

5. Next steps/Next meeting